**Step 1**
Take the bottom left corner and fold it diagonally so the Tree and Pencil corners touch on the blank side. The folded part should look like a triangle with the instructions flap left over.

**Step 2**
Cut the instructions overlap off. Your folded page is now a triangle.

**Step 3**
Open the folded paper. Your page is now a perfect square with a crease down the middle. Take the Paper corner of the paper and fold it diagonally to the Book corner. Press the fold down. Open your paper again. There are now two creases which meet in the middle of the page.

**Step 4**
Fold the corners in so they meet in the center and make a square. Press flat and leave it folded. Fold the corners with numbers backwards so the paper forms a smaller square. Press flat.

**Step 5**
Flip the folded paper over so you can see the objects. Fold the square in half. Press the fold down. Unfold. Fold other way from right to left. Insert your pointer fingers and your thumbs into the flaps underneath. Voila! Your new paper fortune teller is ready to enjoy!

**How to play the game:**
Pick an object and spell out the word by opening and closing the alternate corners. The fortune teller will end up open with four numbers visible. Pick a number and count, opening and closing the fortune teller. Pick another number and open the numbered flap to reveal the fun fact underneath.

**Paper is Good!**
Learn more at [www.domtar.com/paperisgood](http://www.domtar.com/paperisgood)
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